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Behind the glitz and the glamour of the beauty queen mother lies a web of secrets. CeeCee is a child desperate for a

touch of approval, the love of her mother. Her reality is her mom's retreating back, abandoning CeeCee in front of a

burning car.

But somewhere amid the chaos and despair, CeeCee holds onto something precious, the only thing that drives her on

- hope.

Ghost No More is a child abuse true story that proves joy can be found beyond abuse.

"Loved the book. I started reading this book two days ago and couldn't put it down. I read it at every chance I had."

"A story of strength and survival."

"Totally captivating! The story does have a happy ending, which I love!"

"Powerful. Intriguing. Compelling. I could not put this book down. A raw purity flows through every single word."--

Amazon reviewers

"Hauntingly beautiful. Honestly and unflinchingly written, Ghost No More held me in its grasp as I turned from

shock at the cruelty of some people to awe at the strength of one little girl to overcome. It is more than the story of an

abused child; it's a story about the capacity of the human spirit to survive and thrive. It will leave you feeling

empowered in your own life journey." -- Leslie G Nelson, author of Everything I Needed to Know About Parenting I
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